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DCPS Study Abroad Travel Ambassador Code of Conduct 
 

DCPS Study Abroad (dcpsglobaled.org) is a global education program of the District of Columbia Public 
Schools (DCPS), which allows our global citizens to access global experiences, so that travel becomes the 
expectation rather than the exception for students. DCPS Study Abroad includes fully funded short-term 
study abroad programs on language immersion, service learning or global leadership for eligible DCPS 
students. Travel Ambassadors are school-based educator leaders and liaisons who are responsible for 
pre-
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3. Peer Relationships: I understand that travel can be an experience that creates strong bonds and 

new friendships between people. I understand that making friends through this program is 

highly encouraged. However, public and private displays of affection are not appropriate and I 

agree to avoid them during my trip. 

 
4. Accommodations: I understand that we will be rooming in safe and clean places but these 

places may be unusual compared to what I experience at home. In some cases, I will share a 

room with one or more adult(s) of the same gender in our group. I agree to conduct myself in 

my room/our room in a way that is thoughtful, considerate, safe and respectful of the property 

of others. 

 
5. Personal items: I understand that what I bring on this trip is my choice, and I will be thoughtful 

about what I bring. I understand that DCPS Study Abroad cannot guarantee the safekeeping of 

personal valuable items, and I will avoid bringing them. I agree to avoid bringing items that may
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Agreement and Consent Form 
 

Travel Ambassador Information 
 

First Name:    
 

Middle Name or Initial (optional):    
 

Last Name:    
 

School/Place of Employment:    
 

Workplace Title or Role:    
 

Assigned Trip:    
 

Emergency Contact Person Information 
 

Emergency Contact’s First Name:    
 

Emergency Contact’s Last Name:    
 

Emergency Contact’s Phone Number:    
 

Travel Ambassador Signature 
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